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Spin transport and quasi 2D arhitetures for donor-based quantum omputing
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Through the introdution of a new eletron spin transport mehanism, a 2D donor eletron spin

quantum omputer arhiteture is proposed. This design addresses major tehnial issues in the

original Kane design, inluding spatial osillations in the exhange oupling strength and ross-talk

in gate ontrol. It is also expeted that the introdution of a degree of non-loality in qubit gates

will signi�antly improve the saling fault-tolerant threshold over the nearest-neighbour linear array.

PACS numbers: 03.67.Lx

The Kane paradigm of donor nulear spin quantum

omputing in silion [1℄, based on single atom plaement

fabriation tehniques [2, 3℄, is an important realization

of Feynman's original onept of nanotehnology in the

solid-state. Variations on this theme inlude eletron

spin qubits [4, 5, 6℄ and harge qubits [7℄. There are sig-

ni�ant advantages of the donor spin as a qubit, inluding

uniformity of the on�nement potential and high number

of gate operations possible within the eletron spin o-

herene time, measured to be in exess of 60ms [8℄. Con-

sequently, there is great interest in donor-based arhite-

tures and progress towards their fabriation [9, 10, 11℄.

It is often assumed that solid-state designs should

be inherently salable given the apabilities of semi-

ondutor devie fabriation. In reality this weak-

salability argument should be replaed with a stronger

version as salability of a given arhiteture is onsid-

erably more omplex than fabriating many interating

qubits. Fault-tolerant sale-up requires quantum error

orretion over onatenated logial qubits with all the

attendant anillas, syndrome measurements, and lassi-

al feed-forward proessing. Both parallelism and om-

muniation must be optimised [12℄. Only by onsidering

suh systems-level issues in onjuntion with the underly-

ing qubit physis will the requirements of quantum om-

putation in a given implementation be understood, and

new onepts generated. In this paper we introdue a

new mehanism for oherent donor eletron spin state

transport, and in a similar design path to the QCCD ion

trap proposal [13℄, we onstrut a 2D donor arhiteture

based on distint qubit storage and interation regions.

The signi�ant interest in saling up the donor-based

solid-state designs, has led to a number of works onsid-

ering these salability issues. As a result, several serious

problems have been identi�ed, inluding: sensitivity of

the exhange interation and ontrol to qubit plaement

(at the 2-3 lattie site level) [14, 15, 16℄, qubit ontrol and

fabriation limitations assoiated with high gate densi-

ties [17, 18℄, spin readout based on spin-harge transdu-

tion [1, 19℄, and the ommuniation bottleneks for linear

nearest neighbour (LNN) qubit arrays [17, 20℄.

The issue of loal versus non-loal fault-tolerant oper-

ation is non-trivial [21, 22℄. A reent surprising result

is that Shor's algorithm an be implemented on a LNN

Figure 1: Top view of the 2D donor eletron spin quantum

arhiteture for the ase of Si:P, inorporating oherent trans-

port by adiabati passage (CTAP).

iruit for the minimal qubit ase with no inrease at

leading order in the iruit gate ount or depth [23, 24℄.

However, at the systems level one expets a linear near-

est neighbour qubit array to su�er from swap gate over-

heads, partiularly when onatenated qubit enoding is

employed. The general analysis in [22℄ shows that loal-

ity fores the threshold down inversely with the physial

enoding sale. Reently, the extent of the LNN penalty

has been estimated to bring the threshold down by two

orders of magnitude ompared to the non-loal ase [25℄.

For the Kane, or related donor based arhitetures, all

of the above implies the imperative of �nding ways of

traversing the linear array onstraints, as the most e�e-

tive way to improve the threshold and takle the tehnial

problems listed. An important step in this diretion is

the proposal for sub-interfaial transport of eletrons in

a one dimensional array [26℄. This design has many de-

sirable features, digitising the single and two qubit gate

problems in an elegant way, but also has problems with

salability due to the relative loseness of gates [17℄.
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Figure 2: Top: Shemati of the one-eletron triple donor

system 3D

2+
based on P donors in silion. Two of the donors

are assumed ionized, the other neutral. Bottom: multi-donor

CTAPn straddling shemes.

The 2D arhiteture introdued here requires relatively

low gate densities and spei�ally address the problems

listed above. In Fig. 1 the geometry is shown for the spe-

i� ase of the exhange-interation based Kane arhi-

teture. We note that the transport ideas presented here

allow for a similar, but non-trivial development for the

digital-Kane ase. A buried array of ionised donors pro-

vide pathways for oherent transport of eletron spins for

in-plane horizontal and vertial shuttling (dashed-border

setions) of qubit states into and out of the interation

zone. The overall gate density is low ompared to the

Kane ase, and an be further redued by inreasing the

transport pathway length (Fig. 2). Initially all gates in-

hibit tunnelling along any given hannel. Coherent spin

transport along one segment is ahieved by adiabatially

lowering the barriers in a well de�ned sequene to e�et

oherent transfer by adiabati passage (CTAP) without

populating the intervening hannel donors [27℄. We show

that with appropriate donor separations, the shuttling

time an be in the nanoseond range for one setion. In

Fig. 1 the oherent transport sheme is de�ned for the

minimum number of donors. Higher order shemes with

more donors redues the gate density (see Fig. 2).

Logi gates are arried out in interation zones distint

from qubit storage regions � shown in Fig. 1 are the an-

nonial A and J gates for eletron spin based qubit on-

trol at the miroseond level [6℄. After mandatory prei-

sion haraterisation [28, 29℄, interation regions with un-

aeptably low ouplings an be identi�ed and bypassed in

the iruit �ow, thereby avoiding bottlenek issues arising

from the sensitivity of the exhange interation to donor

plaement. This design allows for new variations on the

theme, e.g. digitisation of hyper�ne ontrol [26℄, or intro-

dution of loal buried B-�eld antennae strutures [30℄,

and spae for SET readout tehniques [1, 19, 31℄.

A shemati of the minimal three donor transport

pathway is given in Fig. 2. The triple-well system |1σ〉,
|2σ〉, |3σ〉 (σ =↑, ↓) failitates oherent state transport

from α|1 ↓〉 + β|1 ↑〉 to α|3 ↓〉 + β|3 ↑〉 without populat-

ing the |2σ〉 states. Tehniques for oherent transfer by

adiabati passage are well known [32℄, and for the donor

system was proposed in [27℄ for the ase of harge trans-

fer. A superonduting version of the three state ase

has also been proposed [33℄. The system is ontrolled by

shift gates, S, whih an modify the energy levels of the

end donors, and barrier gates, Bi,i+1 whih ontrol the

tunnelling rate Ωi,i+1 between donors i and i+ 1.
Although the sheme we introdue here neessarily in-

ludes spin, we �rst onsider the zero �eld ase and ignore

spin degrees of freedom [27℄ to illustrate the priniples

of CTAP in the one-eletron three-donor system, 3D

2+
.

The e�etive Hamiltonian for the 3D

2+
system is:

H = ∆|2〉〈2| − ~ (Ω12|1〉〈2|+Ω23|2〉〈3|+ h.c.) , (1)

where Ωij = Ωij(t) is the oherent tunnelling rate be-

tween donors |i〉 and |j〉 and ∆ = E2 − E1 = E2 − E3.

The eigenstates of H (with energies E± and E0) are

|D+〉 = sinΘ1 sinΘ2|1〉+ cosΘ2|2〉+ cosΘ1 sinΘ2|3〉,

|D−〉 = sinΘ1 cosΘ2|1〉 − sinΘ2|2〉+ cosΘ1 cosΘ2|3〉,

|D0〉 = cosΘ1|1〉 − sinΘ1|3〉, (2)

where we have introdued Θ1 = arctan (Ω12/Ω23) and

Θ2 = arctan[2~
√

(Ω12)2 + (Ω23)2/∆]/2. Transfer from

state |1〉 to |3〉 is ahieved by maintaining the system in

state |D0〉 and hanging the harateristis of |D0〉 adia-
batially (|E0−E±| ≫ |〈Ḋ0|D±〉|) from |1〉 at t = 0 to |3〉
at t = tmax by appropriate ontrol of the tunnelling rates,

without population leakage into the other eigenstates.

For the ase of oherent spin transport we write the

3D

2+
Hamiltonian in terms of spin/site operators as:

H =

3
∑

i=1

∑

σ=↑,↓

Eiσc
†
iσciσ +

∑

<ij>

∑

σ=↑,↓

Ωij(t)c
†
jσciσ (3)

and numerially solve for the density matrix, ρ(t),
in the presene of a (dominant) harge dephas-

ing rate Γ, assumed to at equally on all oher-

enes. Without attempting to fully optimize on-

trol we apply Gaussian pulses of the form Ωij(t) =
Ωmax

ij exp
[

−(t− tij)
2/(2w2

ij)
]

, where tij and wij are the

peak time and width of the ontrol pulse modulating the

tunnelling rate between position states |i〉 and |j〉. To

simplify matters for initial simulations we set the max-

imum tunnelling rates and standard deviations for eah

transition to be equal, i.e. Ωmax
ij = Ωmax

and wij = w,
and set ∆ = 0 (these onditions an be relaxed with

no e�et on the onlusions of this paper). Transfer is

then optimized when the width of the pulses equals the

time delay between the pulses [34℄. With total pulse time
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Figure 3: Numerial simulation of the CTAP pulse sheme

applied to a spin superposition at donor 1 at t = 0, demon-

strating oherent transfer to the 3rd donor at t = tmax.

tmax, we hoose w = tmax/8 so that t12 = (tmax + w)/2
and t23 = (tmax − w)/2. This ordering, where Ω23 is ap-

plied before Ω12 is known as the ounter-intuitive pulse

sequene and has signi�ant advantages in improving

transfer �delity over other pulse sequenes [27℄. In Fig. 3

we present results showing transport using the ounter-

intuitive pulse ordering for a spin superposition (phases

relative to the untransported state).

Generally, when the adiabatiity riterion is satis�ed

and the transport time is at least an order of mag-

nitude faster than harge dephasing, the transport �-

delity is high. These results are onsistent with those

of Ivanov et al [35℄ who onsidered the role of dephas-

ing in three-state Stimulated Raman Adiabati Passage

(STIRAP). Although these ompeting timesales are es-

sentially unmeasured at present, estimates [36, 37℄ for

the P-P

+
harge dephasing time are of order 10ns and a

value of 220ns was reported reently for a Si:P double-dot

[38℄, whereas sub-nanoseond tunnelling times are possi-

ble due to the strong on�ning potential of donor nulei.

The CTAP transport time will be de�ned primarily by

the gate-assisted tunnelling rate, whih we alulate as

follows. Using the TCAD pakage we ompute the po-

tential due to a surfae B-gate bias and determine the

donor eletron wave funtion in an e�etive mass ba-

sis, e.g. Fn,l,m
±z (r) = ϕn,l,m(x, y, γz), about the six band

minima where the ϕn,l,m are hydrogeni orbitals with

Bohr radius a⊥, and γ = a⊥/a‖. Diagonalising the total
Hamiltonian of the system, using pseudopotentials to de-

sribe the silion bandstruture, we obtain a generalised

Kohn-Luttinger wave funtion:

ψ(r, V ) =
∑

n,l,m

cn,l,m(V )

6
∑

µ=1

Fn,l,m
µ (r)eikµ.rukµ

(r), (4)

where the Bloh states are ukµ
(r) =

∑

G
Akµ

(G)eiG·kµ
.

We form bonding and anti-bonding states Ψ±(r, V ) =
N (ψL(r, V )±ψR(r, V )), normalised by N , and ompute

the gap as shown in Fig. 4 for basis sizes 55 and 140

(nmax = 5 and 7). Comparison of the non-linear regions

Figure 4: Main: Energy gap for the P-P

+
system as a funtion

of B-gate bias Vb for R=30nm (depth 30nm below interfae,

10nm gate width, basis sizes N = 55 and 140). Lower right:

response of the P-P

+
inter-donor potential pro�le to the bar-

rier gate bias Vb = (0,±500) mV.

indiates that the range of validity is |Vb| . 200 mV.

In ontrast to what one expets for an isolated P-

P

+
system in vauum where the nodal struture of the

bonding and anti-bonding states is simple, the non-trivial

nodal properties of the donor eletron wave funtion and

the proximity of the oxide interfae ompliates the tun-

nelling ontrol. These alulations diretly extend simi-

lar e�ets noted in the ungated P-P

+
system [39℄. From

Fig. 4 we see that for this on�guration the tunnelling

rate an be varied from zero at +100mV to ∼ 10 GHz at

-200mV, giving a gate assisted tunnelling time of 60 ps.

Based on this value, CTAP simulations for 5, 7 and

9 donor hains are presented in Fig. 5. The adiabati

nature of the transport sheme provides an inherent ro-

bustness, as evidened in Fig. 5, whih shows a remark-

able uniformity in the response to harge dephasing for

the di�erent path lengths one the adiabati regime is

reahed. Another onsequene is that inevitable varia-

tions in tunnelling rates due to donor plaement [39℄ will

not a�et the viability of the sheme, as further simula-

tions have expliitly veri�ed. The extent to whih Γ on-

trols the transport �delity is also lear, although we note

that there is room for improvement through optimisation

of ontrol pulses and minimisation of harge �utuations

through fabriation development. Non-zero transport er-

rors may require monitoring mehanisms for heralding

suessful transport, or an error orretion protool for

transport loss. As intrinsi spin-orbit oupling for donor

states in silion is very low, dephasing of donor eletron

spin is dominated by spetral di�usion due to spin impu-

rities and is mitigated by isotopi puri�ation [40℄. For

the bound state spin-orbit oupling, at VB ∼ 200 mV

we alulate from Eqn(4) the non-S omponents to be

∑

n,l>0,m |cn,l,m(V )|2 < 10−4
indiating that the devia-

tion from the S setor is minimal. Together with the zero

oupation of hannel states, this suggests that harge

dephasing will have a negligible seond order e�et on the

spin oherene during transport. Deoupling of orbital
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Figure 5: Transfer error as a funtion of harge dephasing

rate and total transfer time for CTAP5 (solid line), CTAP7

(long dashes) and CTAP9 (short dashes) for the ase of 30nm

end-donor spaings, and 20 nm between the entral donors.

and spin setors has already given rise to demonstrations

of oherent transport of eletron spins over 100µm [41℄.

The basi layout of 2D donor arrays, with storage re-

gions, vertial and horizontal transport pathways and in-

teration zones, allows us to expliitly onsider designs

for fault-tolerant operation. For example, we an arrange

the logial qubit groups and anillas so that the trans-

port rails allow for non-loal intralogial qubit intera-

tions (qubit � anillas) and LNN interlogial interations.

With inherent parallelism of operation, interlogial gates

an then be applied transversally as required to imple-

ment fault-tolerant gates. Another possibility with less

stringent fabriation requirements is a linear qubit stor-

age with transport and interation rails either side.

The optimum arrangement for fault-tolerant opera-

tion requires sophistiated systems level simulations [42℄

to determine the best use of this medium range quan-

tum transport apability, and the orresponding improve-

ments on the LNN threshold. In any ase, it is lear

that the introdution of oherent spin transport to donor

quantum omputing allows us to address many problems

in the Kane onept, and onsider salable fault-tolerant

arhitetures with low gate densities, room for SET stru-

tures and ontrol, and a bypass mehanism for low value

exhange gates. One expets the realities of the silion

rystaline environment will neessitate the haraterisa-

tion of transport pathways, however, the preision re-

quirements of the adiabati CTAP mehanism would be

far less than the quantum gate threshold.
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